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Graduate School of Management Studies, Gujarat Technological University 
regularly organizes guest lectures for the GSMS students to give them practical 
knowledge. As a part of this, GSMS organized a guest lecture of Mr.Satish 
Hirpara, Founder and CEO of Eveg international Private Limited, Surat on 14th 
March 2023 at Chankya Hall of GSMS. Topic of the guest lecture was “Exposure 
To EXIM”. The lecture was specifically for MBA 2nd semester and 4th semester 
of GSMS. 
                    
Mr.Hirpara is a founder of Eveg International Private Limited. He started their 
company without completing their graduation. He studied only diploma civil 
engineering first year only. But today their company is world’s 12 the leading 
exporter company. 
 
The lecture started with welcome speech. 
Welcome speech given by Dr.Tushar 
Panchal Assistant professor & co-
ordinator of session. Mr.Hirpara started 
their session with the basic requirements 
of the export import. He shared their 
experience of doing business on export 
import and how to start export import 
business. He gave the knowledge of legal 
or government policies role towards the EXIM. He also explained current 
opportunities for students who want to start their carrier in EXIM business. For 
this purpose they invited the interested students of GSMS for Internship and 
also for export import training. He gave detailed knowledge about loading of 
goods in container generally done, for export import. He also shared the 
fundamental and important aspects such as, Payment method, Bank’s role for 
EXIM and gave detailed knowledge about L.C.(Letter of Credit). All the students 
were eagerly and enthusiastically learned about export import and asked the 
questions to Mr.Hirpara to get more required knowledge for EXIM procedure. 



 
After that the question answer session was over. Session coordinator gave 
vote of thanks to Mr.Satish Hirpara with presenting momento on behalf of 
GSMS,GTU. After session also some interested students witnessed Mr.Hirpara 
knowledge through asking other more question regarding same, by showing 
the curiosity of students for learning EXIM, they committed GSMS to make visit 
at Adani Port,Mundra in future for more practical knowledge about EXIM. 
 

 


